Abstract. This paper concerns the identification of a so-called doping profile (source term) in the system of elliptic equations modeling a semiconductor device. We give several simplification of the model and find useful adjoint problems and asymptotics motivated by applications to inverse problems and by a presence of certain small physical parameters As a result we obtain first uniqueness results for the so-called p − n junction in a realistic industrial situation. Proofs use potential theory, energy estimates, and the Novikov's method for the inverse problem of gravimetry.
Introduction.
We consider the widely accepted model of a semiconductor device which is a system of semilinear elliptic equations. An important characteristic of this device is the so-called doping profile (a source term in the first equation of the system). The doping profile can not be observed directly and in nondestructive evaluation of a semiconductor it has to be found from some special boundary measurements. We recall known, physically motivated and mathematically justified, simplifications of the model [BELP] , [MRS] , and derive further simplification based on asymptotics of solutions for high contrast of conductivities of two parts of a semiconductor. Using this asymptotics we obtain first uniqueness of the identification results for the doping profile from practically available data about total flux. Uniqueness of identification was an open question, despite extended efforts of mathematicians [BEMP] , [BELP] , [FIR] . The asymptotic simplification is expected to be a basis for an efficient numerical method for finding the doping profile.
In the so-called Slotboom variables, after scaling, a typical semiconductor device is described by the elliptic semilinear system
(1.1) divJ n = δ 4 Q(, V, u, v)(uv − 1), J n = µ n qn i e V ∇u in Ω, divJ p = −δ 4 Q(, V, u, v)(uv − 1), J p = −µ p qn i e −V ∇v, and the boundary conditions
Here V is the electrostatic potential, u, v are Slotboom concentrations of negatives charges (electrons) and of positive charges (holes), λ 2 is a small constant (between 10 −3 and 10 −6 ), δ 2 (normalized intrinsic density of electrons, in practical situations around 10 −4 and 10 −6 ), C ∈ L ∞ (Ω) is the so-called doping profile, Q is recombination-regeneration rate, q is elementary charge, µ n , µ p are mobilities of electrons and holes, V bi is equilibrium potential, U is applied potential. We refer to [MRS] , citeBEMP, pp. 1768,1790 Ω (semiconductor device) is a Lipschitz domain in R n , n = 1, 2, 3, ν is (outer) unit normal, Γ D , Γ N is a partition of the boundary ∂Ω into nonempty open parts. We will assume that Q ∈ C 1 , 0 ≥ Q and Q(, V, u, v) ∞ (Ω) + ∇ V,u,v Q(, V, u, v) ∞ (Ω) ≤ C(M ) when |V | + |u| + |v| ≤ M , µ p , µ n ∈ C 1 , 0 ≤ µ p , 0 ≤ µ n , and U, V bi ∈ H 2 (Ω) ∩ L ∞ (Ω). By using Fixed Point Theorems one can show existence of a weak solution to (1.1), (1.2). Uniqueness is known only for small U [BEMP] , [BELP] , [MRS] .
An advantage of the form (1.1) of the stationary drift diffusion system is that it has an equilibrium solution
and satisfies the boundary conditions
The linearization V 1 , u 1 , v 1 at the equilibrium is the solution to the system of linear elliptic equations
. where
with the boundary data
Unique solvability of the linearized problem in H 1 (Ω) also is known (see [GT] , p.215, citeLU for scalar equations, and [MRS] ). Indeed, uniqueness of solution can be obtained by forming standard energy integrals for the second and third equations in (1.4), dividing them correspondingly by C 1 , C 2 and adding. Then solvability follows from the standard elliptic theory.
An important characteristic of a semiconductor device is the doping profile C = C(x). C is not known and one can try to determine it by using additional data about V, u, v. The data available in practical situatons are the total flux (1.7)
Due to complexity of the system (1.1), (1.2) and some flexibility with testing experiments, one can look for C from the linearized system (1.4), (1.6). Even this system looks too complicated, so one considers practically valuable particular cases. In this paper we give various formulations of the inverse doping profile problem (Inverse Problems 1,2, S1,S1, and their adjoint S1*, S2*, and finally Asymptotic Inverse Problem), which simplify the original inverse problem while preserving its features and incorporating additional practically resonable assumptions about the doping profile. We give several formulations to describe current known analytic results about this inverse problem and then obtain new results in important particular (unipolar) case. The main analytical result, Theorem 2.3, on uniqueness of piecewise constant C, is obtained for the inverse conductivity problem resulting from the Inverse Problem S1 in the unipolar case. Combined with Corollary 3.3 it gives sufficient uniqueness conditions for C (or for the p − n junction) under realistic assumptions. Another useful result is Theorem 3.1 on principal terms of asymptotic expansion of solution with respect to small parameter δ. We derived from this expansion Corollary 3.3. In addition, it seems to be crucial for efficient numerial solution of both direct and inverse problems.
Let Γ 1 be a part of Γ D and Γ 0 = Γ D \ Γ 1 . In applications one can prescribe various U 1 on Γ 0 and measure the total flux across Γ 1 . So we formulate
Inverse Problem 1 Find C entering (1.3), (1.4), (1.6) from the mapping
. As we will see it is realistic to find only the p − n junction Γ = ∂D, or equivalently a domain D ⊂ Ω (p-region, while Ω \D is n-region) related to C as follows
where C + , C − are some known positive constants and χ D is the characteristic function of a domain D ⊂ Ω.
One can assume weak interaction and let Q = 0. In unipolar case (no holes) one lets v 1 = 0, then the second equation in (1.4) decouples into
where we also used the boundary conditions (1.6). Observe, that C 1 3.5C 2 , so u 1 dominates v 1 in (1.7) and this somehow justifies use of unipolar case. In the bipolar case one uses the full system (1.4), (1.6) with
For theoretical purposes we can assume that we are given flux at any point of Γ 1 , not only a total flux. This leads to the following Inverse Problem 2 Find C entering (1.3), (1.4), (1.6) from the mapping
. At present there are no uniqueness results for both inverse problems 1, 2, even in the unipolar case. When the Dirichlet-to Neumann map is given on the whole ∂Ω in the unipolar case uniqueness of a u (and due to (1.3) of C) in the threedimensional case follows from the theorem of Sylvester and Uhlmann [SU] , and in the two-dimensional case from results of Nachman [N] , Astala, Paivarinta [AP] , and Bukhgeim [B] . Uniqueness with the Dirichlet-to-Neumann map on a part of ∂Ω in some cases is shown by Astala, Lassas, and Paivarinta [ALP] and Isakov [I3] , [I4] . To achieve analytical results and to design effective numerical algorithms we will simplify the inverse problem further while preserving the main physical features of the semiconductor model.
Smallness of λ suggests letting λ = 0 in (1.3) and correspondingly
This asymptotic approximation is completely justified in [MRS] . Then from (1.5), (1.9) we have (1.11)
u .
Consequently Inverse Problem 1 simplifies to
Inverse Problem S1 Find D entering the boundary value problem (1.4), (1.6), (1.11) from the mapping (1.8).
Difficulties with uniqueness (and stability) stimulate study of flipped bipolar case which models laser-beam induced current [BELP] , [FIR] . The laser beam source of density f (x) results in the system (1.4), (1.6) with the source term
with the boundary value data (1.13)
As above, one can measure the combined total flux (1.7). So we arrive at Inverse Problem S2 Find V 0 entering the boundary value problem (1.12), (1.13) from the mapping
Adjoint Problem
Inverse problems S1, S2 are hard to handle directly, since we do not have sufficient boundary or interior data. A way out is to use an "adjoint" inverse problem where instead of functionals we are given extra boundary data. This approach is widely used in the inverse option pricing problem (Dupire' s equation) [I2] where it enables us to obtain theoretical and numerical results. Also in [FIR] an adjoint boundary value problem was utilized in numerical solution of the inverse problem S2.
Lemma 2.1. The data of the inverse problem S1 uniquely determine g *
Proof. Using the definition of a weak solution to the boundary value problem (2.1), (2.2) with the test functions u 1 , v 1 we get
Similarly, the definition of a weak solution to the boundary value problem (1.4) with the test functions u *
Therefore
and using boundary conditions (2.2), (1.6) we obtain
This implies (2.3). This lemma shows that the data of the inverse problem S1 uniquely and in a stable way determine the data g * 1 for the following inverse problem. Inverse Problem S1* Find D entering the boundary value problem (2.1), (2.2), (1.5) from the additional boundary data
solve the boundary value problem (2.1), (2.2). Then the data of the Inverse Problem S2 uniquely determine u
Proof. The definition of a weak solution to the boundary value problem (1.12) with the test functions u *
Subtracting (2.4) from these equalities we yield
Using boundary conditions (1.13), (2.2), dividing these equalities by C 1 , C 2 and subtracting them we conclude that
Hence we arrive at the conclusion (2.5) of Lemma 2.2.
By Lemma 2.2 the data of the Inverse Problem S2 uniquely and in a stable way determine the data for the following Inverse Problem S2* Find V 0 entering the boundary value problem (2.1), (2.2), (1.5) from the additional boundary data u
on Ω. Now we will consider uniqueness in the important unipolar case. We introduce the following notation:
∂ ν u * + 1 (; 1) = ∂ ν u * + 1 (; 2) on Γ 0 . In Theorem 2.3 we let Ω = {x : 0 < x j < l j , j < n, −h < x n < 0} and D(j) = {x : d(x ; j) < x n < 0} where d(; j) are Lipschitz functions, −h < d(; j) ≤ 0, Γ 1 ⊂ ∂d(j) ∩ {x n = 0}, Γ 0 = ∂Ω ∩ {x n = −h}, where h is a positive number.
Theorem 2.3. Let u * 1 (; 1), u * 1 (; 2) solve the boundary value problems (2.6), j = 1, 2. Let us assume that
Then the equality (2.7) implies that D(1) = D(2).
Lemma 2.4. Under the conditions of Theorem 2.3 (2.9)
for any function v which is H 1 and harmonic near (D(1) ∪D (2)
Proof is similar to [I2] , Lemma 4.3.7. To obtain (2.9) we use the elliptic equations (2.6), uniqueness of the continuation of their solutions from Γ 0 , and (weak) intergation by parts.
The proof of Theorem 2.3 is using the Novikov's orthogonality method for the inverse problem of gravimetry [I1] adjusted to the inverse conductivity problem with interior source in [I2] , section 4.3. Essentially this proof is given in [I4] and we reproduce with slight modifications for convenience of readers.
Proof of Theorem 2.3. Let us assume that D(1) and D(2) are different. If one of this domains is contained in another domain, then it is not hard to show that they coincide by using the method of Alessandrini [I2] , section 4.3. So we may assume that the sets D(1) \D(2), D(2) \D(1) are not void.
Let us introduce the notation:
Similarly to [I1] , by using harmonic approximation, we can extend the orthogonality relation (2.9) onto v ∈ C(D • ) with ∆v = 0 on D • provided it is in H 1 at distance from inner boundaries of D (1) 
By maximum principles, 0 
because u * + 1 (; 1) = u * + 1 (; 2) outside D(1) ∪ D(2). So we can replace in (2.10) u * − 1 (; 1), u * − 1 (; 2) by u * + 1 (; 2). Then the left side of (2.10) must be zero, since u * + 1 (; 2) is harmonic on D(1)\D(2). We arrived at a contradiction which shows that D(1) = D(2).
The proof is complete.
The asymptotic simplification for small
Often in semiconductor devices δ is small (no greater than 10 −3 ), so conductivities in the n-and p-regions differ by several magnitudes, and the problem admits an asymptotic simplification. Indeed, a u = e V0 , so according to (1.10) (a
Similarly, (a
Moreover, a v = e −V0 , so according to (1.10) (a
and similarly
We first obtain some uniform (with respect to δ) bounds on solutions when the p − n interface Γ is Lipschitz and the interaction is weak, i.e. Q = 0.
By the definiton of a weak solution to the mixed boundary value problem (2.1), (2.2) (with Q = 0)
[energyu]
By Trace Theorems for Sobolev spaces
due to the Poincare inequality, since u * − 1 = 1 on Γ 1 . Hence
and from (3.4), (3.5) (3.6)
By using Trace Theorems again we derive from (3.6) that
We can obtain some bounds for v 1 . By the definiton of a weak solution to the mixed boundary value problem [energyv] (3.7)
2 ) (Γ 1 ). By Traces Theorems for Sobolev spaces
due to Poincare inequality, since v * − 1 = 1 on Γ 1 . Hence
and therefore
and using (3.7) again we yield
From the bounds (3.6), (3.8) it follows that u * + 1 → 0 as δ → 0, but we can not get any conclusion about v * − 1 . Now by using single layer potentials (as in [AK] for small inclusions) we will obtain more detailed results about behavior of solutions when δ is small.
From now on we consider Ω = (0, 1)
Let Ω * = (−1, 1) × (−h, h) be the doubly reflected rectangle Ω, Γ D * = (−1, 1) × {−h, h} ∪ Γ 1 , and Γ N * = {−1, 1} × (−h, h) be parts of its boundary. Accordingly, D * is the doubly relected domain D, Ω * − = D * , Ω * + = Ω \D * This particular case is most important for applications to semiconductor devices [MRS] . We observe that the (even) reflections with respect to x 1 , x 2 are possible due to homogeneous Neumann conditions on Γ N .
We will use the Green's function G * (x, y) for a mixed problem in Ω * , i.e. the solution to the mixed problem
and u * 1 (; ε), v * 1 (; ε) solve the boundary value problem (2.1), (2.2). There is ε 0 > 0 such that
and the series is convergent in this space when |ε| < ε 0 . Moreover, and some other coefficients of this series solve the following elliptic boundary value problems:
Proof. The (doubly reflected) mixed boundary value problem (2.1) (Q = 0, v 1 = 0) for the conductivity equation with discontinuous coefficient a u is equivalent to the following transmission problem
To use the single layer representation we need zero boundary data, to create them we introduce the function U 0 solving the boundary value problem
According to the theory in [LU] , there is an unique solution U 0 ∈ H 1 (Ω * )∩C ∞ (Ω * ) to this problem.
Letting
We will represent a solution to the transmission problem by the single layer potential
The known jump relations for normal derivative of the single layer potentials yield
So the transmission problem is equivalent to the integral equation
or by using (3.9), 1 2
The left side of this equality can be viewed as the linear continuous operator A(ε)g from H (Γ * ) into itself). It is known that this operator is invertible at ε = 0( it corresponds to the mixed boundary value problem in Ω * + with Neumann data on Γ * and the Dirichlet data on Γ * 0 ). According to the theory of analytic functions with values in Banach spaces the inverse A −1 (ε) does exist and is analytic when |ε| < ε 0 , for some ε 0 > 0. Since the right side is also analytic at ε = 0, the solution g is analytic near the origin, i.e. it is the sum of the H
and accordingly, by using properties of single layer potentials [M] , u * 1 is analytic near ε = 0, i.e. we have the first equality (3.10).
If Γ * ∈ C 1+λ , then ∂ ν U 0 ∈ C λ (Γ * ) and by known properties of classical single layer potentials [Mi] , section 14, in the above argument H By uniqueness in the mixed boundary value problem the harmonic function u * + 10 = 0 in Ω * + . Hence we have the first equality (3.11) and the above transmission problem for u 10 is reduced to (3.12) Similarly, we have the boundary value problem (3.13) for u * + 11 . The (doubly reflected) mixed boundary value problem for the conductivity equation with discontinuous coefficient a v is equivalent to the following transmission problem ∆v * −
Similarly to u * 1 , the solution to this transmission problem is analytic with respect to ε about ε = 0 which gives the second equality (3.10). Writing the transmission condition a
and comparing the coefficients of power series in the system (3.16) we obtain for first coefficients By uniqueness in the mixed boundary value problem the harmonic function v * − 10 = 1 in Ω * − . So we have the second equality (3.11) and the above transmission problem for v 10 is reduced to (3.14). As for u * 1 the C 1+λ -regularity of Γ * implies the convergence of the second series in (3.10) in C 1+λ . The proof is complete. Theorem 3.1, equalities (3.1), (3.2), (3.3), and (3.9) imply that solve the boundary value problems (3.13),(3.14). This simplification can be used to obtain analytic results and in numerical solution of the inverse problem. While the asymptotic analysis by using the single layer representation is promising in more general situation ( not only around the equilibrium solutions), we do not expect such a transparent asymptotic simplification
In the important unipolar case v * 1 = 0, and we have Lemma 3.2. Let Γ ∈ C 2 and Γ be orthogonal to the two coordinate lines {x 1 = 0}, {x 2 = 0} at two points of their intersections with Γ.
Then there is ε 0 > 0 such that if ε < ε 0 , then for a solution u * 1 to (2.1), (2.2) (with Q = 0, v *
Proof. Due to (3.12) the harmonic function u * − 10 in Ω * − attains its minimum at any point of Γ * ⊂ ∂Ω * − . Observe that by our assumptions Γ * ∈ C 1+λ for λ ∈ (0, 1). Hence by the Giraud-Hopf's maximum principle [Mi] , p. 15, ∂ ν u * − 10 < 0 on Γ * . Now from (3.10) (convergent in C 1 near Γ * in Ω * − due to the last claim of Theorem 3.1) we obtain the statement about u * − 1 . Again in the unipolar case, using Theorem 2.3, Lemma 3.2, and continuity and compactness arguments we yield the following Corollary 3.3. Let G be a family of curves Γ with polar equations Γ = {r = γ(θ), − π 2 ≤ θ ≤ 0], ε 1 < γ, l+ε 1 < γ(0), γ (− π 2 ) = γ (0) = 0, |γ| 1+λ ≤ M 1 }.
for some positive ε 1 , M 1 . Assume in addition that curves in G are the graphs of functions x 2 = g(x 1 ). Then there is ε 0 > 0 such that a solution Γ ∈ G of the Inverse Problem S1* is unique.
Proof. By Lemma 3.2 and C 1+λ -continuous dependence of solution on Γ for any Γ ∈ G there is a C 1+ λ 2 -neighborhood of the defining function γ and the corresponding family of curves V (Γ), such that for Γ 1 ∈ V (Γ) we have ∂ ν u * − 1 < 0 on Γ 1 . This continuous dependence follows from general Schauder type estimates of elliptic boundary value problems [ADN] and their corollaries (continuity and differentiability of solutions with respect to parameters). We induce topology in the family of curves by topology in the space of functions parametrizing them in polar coordinates. Due to compactness of the embedding of C 1+λ into C 1+ λ 2 the family G is compact with respect to C 1+ λ 2 -topology. Hence we can find a finite covering of G by V (Γ(1)) , ..., V (Γ(m)). Let ε 0 = min(ε 0 (Γ(1)) , ..., ε 0 (Γ(m))). Then for ε < ε 0 , ∂ ν u * − 1 < 0 on Γ for any Γ ∈ G, and Corollary 3.3 follows from Theorem 2.4.
Observe that the inverse doping profile problem seems to be exponentially illposed, like many other inverse elliptic problems [DR] .
Conclusion
It is desirable and feasible that some of conditions of Theorems 2.3 (like condition (2.8)) and of Theorem 3.1 (like angle conditions) can be relaxed. There is a plan to design and to test a numerical algorithm for finding the doping profile based on the Asymptotic Inverse Problem. In our opinion, since the contrast of conductivity coefficients a u , a v is very high, the asymptotics are crucial for proper numerical treatment of the inverse doping profile problem. The general (not unipolar) case of this problem is quite challenging both analytically and numerically.
Another promising direction of future research is to look at the transient regime represented by the model (1.1) with two last equations replaced by parabolic equations. So far there are only numerical results in the case [W] . In the transient case one has more data and expects less restrictive (geometrical) conditions for uniqueness and more flexibility with designing reconstruction algorithms. It seems that the asymptotic analysis of section 3 can be adjusted to parabolic equations and that such analysis is important for efficient solution of the inverse problem.
